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Jonny is a magician based in Brighton.
Although originally from the most
northeastern part of the UK, on the
Scottish border, Berwick-upon-Tweed...
hence the odd accent. 
 
Contrary to popular belief Jonny wasn't
accepted into Hogwarts and instead
honed his performance skills at GAMTA,
(Glasgow Academy of Musical Theatre
Arts).

Jonny has performed in and around the
UK, Holland and on cruise ships sharing
his passion for Magic and Performing
with as many people as he can!

To name (drop) a few: 
Jonny has entertained for Carnival Cruiselines as a headlining act, for BMW at car
launches and he has also performed for Eurostar, helping them celebrate 25 years
of service! But let's not be forgetting the many restaurants, bars and London
penthouses Jonny has had the privilege to entertain at.
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Jonny has a full 45 minute show ideal for
all ages. Family friendly, tongue in cheek
magic. He performs sleight of hand
effortlessly, creates mental miracles and
leaves you in awe. Jonny is currently
offering a 15 and a 30 minute online
shows allowing it to be as socially
distanced as we wish. 
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Services

He could charm James Bond and crack
several bad jokes all the while
performing astonishing magic. Jonny’s 
 performance style is full of fun, smooth
sleight of hand and mental madness! No
matter how large or intimate the crowd
Jonny will effortlessly entertain.

If you would rather be amazed from
inches away whether it be at a party,

wedding or corporate event- Jonny will
deliver. He will perform the magic in the

palm of YOUR hand and leave you
questioning everything.
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When it comes to working with Jonny he is very friendly, enthusiastic and
wants nothing more than to entertain your guests and leave them in awe.
In order to do so he would like to ask the following: 

-Venue must include drinkable water, whether it be from the tap or in a
bottle
-A space to change and leave any valuables securely.
-The best possible option for sound. Preferably a headset and a handheld
microphone with stand. There must always be two microphones as  a
minimum unless discussed otherwise.
-A camera with a wireless feed to screens would be preferred for larger
audiences but not necessary. 
-Jonny doesn't currently have a PA system or any other technical
equipment other than the props he uses. So any and all tech should be
provided. 
-A clear breakdown of the event so Jonny knows where to be and as to
when.
-A brief on the clientelle is a must. This will allow Jonny to adjust his
patter to accomodate any age group and put in tailored
scripting/jokes/gags.
-All payments must be paid in full as agreed within a month from the
invoice being submitted unless discussed and agreed to be paid at another
time. 
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Rider
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Mutual agreement

It goes without saying that Jonny will perform to his utmost best. He
really strives to provide the best quality of entertainment wherever he will
go. He is covered by his own public liability insurance in case of any
unlikely accident that may occur to himself or any guest. 

Jonny will not be intoxicated nor will he take part in the evenings offerings
unless invited to do so prior to the engagement. 

Jonny will turn up to the venue with enough time to get ready and will
expect to do a sound check if mics are going to be used.

If Jonny needs to cancel, he will give you more than 48 hours of notice.
The only exception being a family emergency or an unexpected set of
circumstance that may inhibit him getting to the event. Jonny will contact
you either way.
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Fees

Packages Ideal for corporate events, weddings or parties.

The Introduction:
Close up magic. Ideal for table hopping, breaking the ice in social
groups and making more individual moments/memories. 
 

The Standard:
A 15-30 minute stage set with minimal or full audience interaction.

The Exclusive:
A combination of the above. A mixture of close up and stage magic
as well as an offering to host the event. Whether it is the master of
ceremonies, the filler between awards or service your guests will
be entertained. 

Zoom show:
15-30 Minute set with minimal or full audience interaction or a
combination. 

If travelling over 50 miles from his base Jonny will expect to have
travel expenses paid for.*

All prices subject to negotiation.*
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£1500
 
 
 
 
 

£2000
 
 
 
 
 

£3000
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£60-200
 


